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1 The Route Oscillation Problem

Routing (path selection) on the Internet is driven by administrative policies made by individual networks (also called autonomous systems or ASes) that make up the Internet. In particular, border gateway protocol (BGP) [5], the current Internet routing protocol allows the participating ASes to independently set path preference based on local concerns without any global coordination. This flexibility comes at a cost: there exists local policy configurations under which the global Internet is unable to reach a stable path selection. The ASes can keep oscillate between several path selections as they continuously exchange routing information — announce or withdraw their selected path, which may further trigger path re-selection — re-computation of the best path based on newly received routing information.

How can such “oscillation” occur? In the absence of any AS policies, Internet routing is the monotonic computation of shortest path: For a particular destination, any shortest path to that destination selected by an AS X, denoted by $P_X$, must also extend another shortest path that has been selected by some neighbor AS Y that is one hop closer to the destination. But independently set AS policies make path computation non-monotonic: The local policy of AS X may prefer a path $P_X$ that extends a path $P_Y$, but $P_Y$ is less preferred by Y — there exists another path $P'_Y$ that is more favored by Y. As Y discovers $P'_Y$ via routing information it received from its other neighbors, Y will move away from $P_Y$ and make it unavailable. This will result in Y sending X routing information that makes $P_Y$ unavailable at X, causing X to downgrade to a less preferred alternative.

To detect route oscillation, much efforts in the networking community [4] have been on developing abstract models of the Internet routing policies, and deriving sufficient conditions — combinatorial structures such as circular dependency graphs — that characterize “conflicting” AS policies. In this extended abstract, rather than relying on domain expert to manually check sufficient policy conditions, we seek to develop an executable specification of the policy-driven routing system as a means to automate oscillation detection.

2 Preliminary Results with Answer Set Programming

We adopt answer set programming (ASP) [1] [2] as the knowledge representation for routing polices: ASP uses datalog-like rules and provides native support for negation with stable model semantics [3] that makes ASP particularly convenient for specifying the non-monotonic behavior of routing policies.

We outline our ASP formulation by an example in Figure 1: the example BGP system has 4 AS nodes with 0 being the destination of interest. The routing policy — path ranking — is represented by a vertical list next to each AS, with the highest ranked path at the top going down to the lowest ranked path at the bottom. To encode these AS policies, we employ two predicates r and b: r(p) states that the
path \( p \) is permitted at some AS, \( b(p) \) says that \( p \) is selected as the best path, and \( p \) is a tuple that contains the list of nodes along the path. Intuitively, a path is selected as the best path only if no higher ranked paths are available. For example, the path ranking of \( AS2 \) is captured by the following rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad b((2,0)) \ :- \ r((2,0)), \quad \textbf{not} \quad r((2,1,0)). \\
2 & \quad b((2,1,0)) \ :- \ r((2,1,0)). \\
3 & \quad b((2,1,0)) \ :- b((2,1,0)), \quad b((2,0)).
\end{align*}
\]

Next we specify the interaction between these policies: A BGP system is a distributed system that computes the most preferred paths to 0: ASes exchange routing information with their neighbors, announcing their current best path which may further affect the best paths available to the receiving neighbor. Upon receiving a route, an AS can discover a new path by appending itself to the received path. Note that, since BGP selects a single best path, a new announcement effectively withdraws a previously announced path. Continuing with \( AS2 \), it can learn routes either by the direct link to 0, or by receiving route announcement \( r((2,0)) \) from \( AS1 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad r((2,0)). \\
2 & \quad r((2,1,0)) \ :- \ b((1,0)).
\end{align*}
\]

To fully specify the entire BGP system, we only need to repeat the same encoding for \( AS1, AS3 \). Running this ASP program yields two solutions shown in Figure 1(right), representing two stable states of path selections where highlighted lines depict the selected best paths. Depending on the particular dynamics — the ordering or routing message exchanges, the BGP system may converge to either one or experience transient oscillation between the two. On the other hand, if we modify the policy configuration such that each AS prefers the counter-clockwise path of length 2 over its shorter direct path to 0 (e.g., \( AS3 \) prefers the longer counter-clockwise path \( 310 \) over its direct path \( 30 \)), the BGP system has no stable path selection — the ASes will oscillate permanently, and the corresponding ASP program will produce 0 solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of ASP solutions</th>
<th>oscillation analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>permanent oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1</td>
<td>transient oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=1</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Oscillation analysis with ASP solutions

More generally, as summarized in the first two roles in Table 1, the number of solutions our ASP formulation coincide with the number of stable path selections computed by the BGP system, thus providing an automated method to catch oscillations: If the ASP code yields zero solution, there does not
exist a stable path selection, hence the policies will result in permanent oscillation. On the other hand, when multiple solutions are produced, the policies can lead to temporary oscillation — the ASes will oscillate under certain ordering of routing information exchange, but will converge to one of the stable states under other cases.

3 Open questions

In the previous section, we illustrated how to detect oscillation. Can we also verify convergence? A BGP system converges if the ASes, regardless of the ordering of routing message being exchanged, will always select paths that form a stable path selection — no AS can find a better path based on routes learned from neighbors. In particular, as shown in the last row in Table 1, we ask: If the ASP formulation of a BGP system gives a unique solution, can we conclude that the BGP system is guaranteed to converge?
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Figure 2: (left) A BGP system with a unique ASP solution. (middle) The stable path selected (highlighted). (right) Permanent oscillation (among nodes 4, 5, 6) can still occur if node 3 is “activated”.

Unfortunately, the answer is no. Unique ASP solution does not guarantee convergence. There exists some BGP instance that has unique ASP solution but exhibits oscillation behavior. Consider such a counter-example [4] (Figure 2 left) with a unique ASP solution: ASes 4, 5, 6 prefer a path through their counter-clockwise neighbors and the middle AS 3 to reach destination 0. AS 3 only accepts route 310 to 0. When 10 is selected by AS 1 (shown in Figure 2 right), 310 becomes available to 3 — 3 becomes “activated”, which further triggers permanent oscillation among 4, 5, 6. On the other hand, if AS 1 chooses 120 (middle of Figure 2), 310 becomes unavailable at 3, hence “deprecating” the oscillations among 4, 5, 6. Indeed, the path selected here corresponds to the unique solution produced by the ASP formulation.

Based on the observation in the above, we conclude this extended abstract with open questions along two directions. First, the relation between our ASP formulation and convergence verification is fairly weak. When the ASP formulation of a BGP system has a unique solution, we can only rule out temporary oscillation between multiple stable states. Can we identify additional checkable conditions that distinguish between convergence and the mixed case of stable path selection in some scenarios but oscillation in the others? Second, our convergence analysis of BGP system also reveals a limitation of the ASP paradigm: The stable model semantics does not capture all interesting aspects of program execution. The answer set — stable model — only describes the final state of an ASP program after the execution “converges”. It does not say how the program or whether the program will always reach that final state. Can we develop a stronger connection between stable model semantics and some sort of operational semantics?
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